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Frosted Teasel by D. Farrar MBNA

Potter’s Hole Plantation- October 13th 2019
By Tricia Krill
(Photos by P. Rutherford)

A very wet and windy morning did not deter around 11 members of the group turning out for Roy to lead on a Fungi
finding mission at Potter’s Hole Plantation, Tankersley. This hidden gem of a wood is tucked away, bordered by the A61,
M1 and an industrial estate. It is a little oasis for nature, having developed in and around former Bell Pits, and is
managed by Dearne Valley Landscape Partnerships, Barnsley Council and other partners. It is mixed woodland with
areas of previous coppicing evident.
Once in our waterproofs and wellies, we set off, and I kid you not, we actually left the car park!!
Within a few paces though, Roy had our first find, which was Elder Whitewash. This was ‘what it says on the tin’, a white
powdering on Elder, that can be wiped off with the hand, which is an identifying feature. Looking to the left of the path
in an opening, we delighted to find our first fairy ring. It comprised of ‘Trooping Funnel’, and was 2-3 meters in diameter,
(approx.) It was a really exciting find and set the tone for the rest of our foray through the woodland.

Trooping Funnel - Infundibulicybe geotropa

It was sometimes difficult to find the fungi, as their colours blended with the fallen leaves, providing almost perfect
camouflage, or were tucked away among forbidding brambles. Hunting for these little jewels was reminiscent of
gathering conkers as a child, but on a whole other level of enjoyment. Rachel, was particularly good at finding
specimens, rooting around with her trusting umbrella. An invaluable piece of kit, (who knew!). It wasn’t long before we
made a colourful and distinctive find with a beautiful name. It was the Amethyst deceiver. It truly was a gem, and one of
my personal favourite finds of the day.

Amethyst Deceiver - Laccaria amethystina

There were a few species I was familiar with, which were well represented on our walk. Candlesnuff was commonly seen
growing on decaying stumps and logs. Its white flattened branches looking like a snuffed-out candle wick, or tiny antlers.
Jelly ear, usually found on Elder, was noted. It’s tan colour really stands out, and it does resemble and ear with an outer
downy layer and gelatinous texture. A couple of other finds with rather more gruesome names, befitting the season of
Halloween, ghosts and ghouls, were Dead Man’s and Dead Moll’s fingers. Their black protuberances reaching up from
the earth and from a fallen branch.

Candlesnuff - Xylaria hypoxylon and Dead Moll’s Fingers - Xylaria polymorpha

It became obvious it was going to be an exceptional day for Fungi. Every few meters someone was making a new
discovery testing Roy’s knowledge and piquing curiosity. It wasn’t long before we had two bags full of specimens
needing further investigation under the microscope to confirm their identities. Clouded Agaric was evident in quite large
numbers, and was one of the largest Fungi that were found in the plantation. Another of my personal favorites, and
quite an unusual find, was Hare’s Ear. They stood in a large clearing, and the more we looked, the more we found, in fact
it was difficult not to stand on them. They resembled buttery coloured crocus, to me, but I could see how their shape
had inspired their Lapine* name.

Hares Ear - Otidea onotica

Two hours of walking and investigating every leaf littered glade, rotting tree stump, and bramble-snared path, led to a
total of 24 species being identified. I felt the eagerness of a child on and Easter egg hunt during this adventure. It was
tremendous fun, and Roy’s enthusiasm really infected the whole group. My only regret ……we didn’t find a Wood
Wooley-Foot.
*Lapine – refers to the fictional language spoken by the rabbits in Watership Down by Richard Adams.

New Feature on the BNA Website!
ID Guides
Visit the website to see our new section to aid identifying some difficult species
•
•

Click on ID Guides
Click on the Species

Click on the photo to enlarge it

If you have any photos think we can use or need identifying send them to me prutherford161@btinternet.com

Winter Wanderings
By David Swales
This time our mini adventures took Esther and I to the wonderful coastal town of Whitby. We love the coast in winter,
and yes, the weather can be foul but that is what pubs with roaring open fires were invented for. However, there is
nothing finer then pulling on your boots, wrapping up well and heading out when Mother Nature has calmed down a bit;
the feel of the wind whipping round you and watching the waves crash against the shore always invigorates.
Midweek gifted us a dry, clear, sunny, breezy day perfect for walking. With a pack up and flask we headed off along the
‘Cinder Track’ which runs for 22 miles from Whitby to Scarborough, though we only planned to cover the first 6 ½ miles
to the pretty village of Robin Hoods Bay. The Cinder Track is actually a disused railway route opened in 1885 by those
plucky Victorians and used to transport passages and goods until its closure in 1965 at the stroke of Dr Beeching’s pen.
The first mile or so out of Whitby is in a deep cutting with many buildings backing onto it, making for a dark, dank space
which does not look very promising. The steep banks were home to a few mosses, ferns, scrambling bramble and a
scattering of tall spindly Silver Birch trying their hardest to reach the dim light above. The air was very still in this
sheltered space and the whole area had the smell of autumn decay as a myriad of detritivores and fungi got to work in
the leaf litter recycling the fallen summer growth back into the earth.
As you walk, the cutting begins to shallow, the buildings soon come to an end and the banks get greener and dense with
scrub, then you are abruptly thrust out into the daylight to find yourself at the start of the Larpool Viaduct. This 13
arched, brick-built marvel of the Victorian age, is 305 yards long and stands 120 feet above the valley floor at its highest
point with the River Esk flowing below. Standing at the mid-point you are afforded superb views up and down the valley
as you get buffeted by the relentless wind. As you stand there you can fair imagine the ghosts of old steam trains

clanking along the single track, taking out barrels of smoked herring and bringing in day trippers, looking to take in the
sea air and have afternoon tea at Botham’s, which is still going strong after 155 years and is well worth a visit.

The Larpool Viaduct, Whitby (Image courtesy of Wikipedia)

Once across the viaduct the land becomes more open rolling country side with better views and the track side banking’s
flatten, broaden and have become overgrown. Dense thickets of Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Blackthorn (Prunus
spinosa), Hazel (Corylus avellana) and Guelder Rose (Viburnum opulus) provided excellent habitat for a number of small
bird species. A group of Long-tailed Tit’s (Aegithalos caudatus) were flitting along the hedgerow in front of us while a
group of Sparrows (Passer sp.) chatter noisily among the thorns of a dense hedge. The spot of the day was a Wren
(Troglodytes troglodytes) which did its usual trick of darting out of a hedge then disappearing again; long enough to be
seen but not long enough to be photographed. There were also a number of Blackbirds (Turdus merula) taking
advantage of the Hawthorns fruits and we witnessed a Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus) doing its trademark hovering over
long grass on a field margin.

Wren by S. Rutherford

Blackbird feeding on Hawthorn Berries by D. Farrar

A mile or so along one bank turned from scrub to woodland consisting mainly of Silver Birch (Betula pendula), Alder
(Alnus glutinosa) and Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) with its egg-shaped, pointed end, green buds arranged in
opposite pairs to confirm the winter identification. The Sycamore is a much-maligned tree which is a shame as it has
excellent wildlife value offering much to insects, birds and small mammals alike. It also has strong, pale, fine grained
timber which is excellent for carving and was much used to make kitchenware, such as ladles and wooden spoons as it
does not taint the food.
One area adjacent to the track looked to have been a small stone quarry surrounded by trees with a wet ditch in front
full of Pendulous Sedge (Carex pendula) creating a very protected hollow whose microclimate had given rise to a natural
fernery. Through the thick carpet of mosses, you could see the distinct shuttlecock form of the Soft Shield Fern
(Polystichum setiferum) along with Hard-fern (Blechnum spicant) and Hart's-tongue (Asplenium scolopendrium). It was a
great scene giving you a snap shot back millions of years in deep time before flowering plants when the world was just
green.

Gorse by A. Bailey

Herb Robert by P. Rutherford

By now the land was starting to slope towards the sea with the track cutting across the hillside, giving you great views of
the coast. One plant that really stood out was a clump of Gorse (Ulex europaeus) standing 6 feet tall with its many spines
and yellow pea flowers. The rough grass along the track gave rise to a few other plants still in flower such as Yarrow
(Achillea millefolium), Common Ragwort (Jacobaea vulgaris), Common Knapweed (Centaurea nigra) and Herb-Robert
(Geranium robertianum). I was really surprised to see some of these flowers this late in the year; it must surely be a sign
of our changing climate.
Leaving the track, we worked our way through the streets at the top of the bay before making our way down an
extremely steep street to the sea. The tide was coming in as we arrived and we stood for a while watching the waves
crash into the sea wall before wandering over to the Dolphin Inn for a well-earned rest and a pint of real-ale by the fire.
Happy winter wanderings, cheers everyone

Ancient Trees and Other Things at Wortley Hall
Meeting on 16th November 2019
By Pauline Rutherford MBNA
It was a damp and drizzly day for this meeting but a dozen of us turned out to see some lovely ancient trees at Wortley
Hall led by Steve and Bob. We started with the large Sweet Chestnut at the entrance to the driveway, after measuring it
we worked out it was only 100 years old although it looked as though it should have been much older. This is because
certain trees age faster than others with this one being in the fastest growing category. Later on, we were to see a
similar sized tree which was English Oak but this was 360 years old!

100-year-old Sweet Chestnut by P. Rutherford

Walking down the driveway Steve explained about how you can tell which species a tree is by looking at the buds on the
twigs – are they blunt or pointed? Are they spiraling around the twig or opposite each other? What colour are they?
These are all key features to identifying trees in winter – but that’s a subject of another article in the future!
We stopped under the trees and looked at some leaf mines in Holly and found fungi under a large Sequoia tree. Bob
explained about this tree and how it doesn’t burn. Roy told us about the fungi – Common Funnel and Clouded Agaric.

Leaf mines on Holly, Fungi under the trees by P. Rutherford

Further around in the woods we came across another ancient oak tree which was hollow, you can see how the bark on
one side of the tree had “burst” open with the weight of the top of the tree. Inside was a beautiful example of Beef
Steak Fungi, which Roy took a slice of it to show how it ‘bleeds’ like a rare steak!

Another old oak tree showing the split from the overhead weight of the tree
by P. Rutherford

Beef Steak Fungi by P. Rutherford

Finally, we ended the morning with the ancient English Oak – over 300 hundred years old and a magnificent specimen!

Ancient Oak Tree by P. Rutherford

A View from a Comfy Chair
Seasons
From the Chairman
I heard someone say at the Garden Centre this morning (23rd December) “roll on spring”, and, as I am sure that most of
you have heard me say “spring starts for me, on the 19th of December”. For this is the date that I start listening to the
mistle thrush and great tits singing. But it is not just these two resident birds setting out their claims to the best nesting
sites and setting challenges to others that might venture into their realm, others too are showing signs of interest in the
new season; the jackdaws and pied wagtails have featured in previous newsletters with tales of pairing and sparring
through what most people think of as winter. So, am I confused? Or, is it that the idea of the four seasons only a human
thing? If we look at the floral calendar, we find there is spring growth, summer blooms, autumn harvest and winter
sleep. Mammals that hibernate, however, sleep through the cold, mate when there is plenty of food and fatten up
before the food runs low. Insects are a little more difficult to explain as some are active all year round as long as the
temperature is not too low, others will have two broods in a year while a few have an explosion in population over a
couple of days and are not seen again till next year. For migratory birds we could bring in the thought that there is a
spring and autumn migration; if we think of the cuckoo, the adults are returning to their winter hunts before some
spring migrants have completed their first brood. The swifts, too, will be back in Africa before most of us have had our
summer holidays.
And so today, two days before Christmas, I have been out looking at the green shoots from the bulbs in the garden, seen
that the buds on the hornbeam have changed shape and watched a pair of male blue tits chase each other around a
favoured nest site. And to say winter is the quiet time for the Naturalist.

Hornbeam buds in Wentworth Village
By S. Rutherford

Hebridean Wanderings – Holiday Highlights June 2019
By Sue Bradshaw and Christine Parkin
Photos by S. Bradshaw

All Islands have their own uniqueness in flora, fauna, history and geology that just begs to be explored. We both find
exploring these places irresistible and like to travel around Britain’s countless islands whenever the opportunity presents
itself. This time we took an organised Birding trip early June 2019 hoping that having some local knowledge would be a
good idea for us to concentrate on this incredible island chain on Britain’s remote and wild Atlantic edge; The Outer
Hebrides. Our journey will take us from Lewis in the North, making our way south to Harris, North Uist, Benbecula, and
South Uist with journeys end at Barra.
Our adventure starts off in Inverness and after an overnight stay we loaded our luggage into the van and headed North
West through dramatic mountain scenery to catch our ferry from Ullapool to Stornoway. Arriving at Ullapool we were
soon on our way across the Minch on a 2.5-hour crossing to our destination. En route the weather was good and we got
good numbers of a selection of sea birds, including Manx Shearwater, Fulmar, Gannet, Shag, Puffin, Razorbill, Guillemot
and Kittiwake as well as Great Skua and a few Artic Skua.

Lewis and Harris from the Ferry
(By P. Rutherford)

Before driving to the hotel, we had time to visit Lews Castle Museum for a bit of local culture, seeing the famous Lewis
Chessmen, well, a selection of them; the main collection being at the British Museum. An interactive explanation of the
history of the island and its peoples which gave an impression that these islanders were very proud of their ancient
heritage, well worth a visit. They even have their own language, a Gaelicized form of Norse.
Lewis and Harris are actually two parts of one island with an ever-changing mix of terrains; mountains, hills, lunar-like
rocky plateaus, moorlands, meadows, rugged coastlines and beautiful white sandy beaches. Our first day on the islands
started with rain showers and the ever-present wind blowing! We headed to the far north, to the Butt of Lewis, making
a stop at Europie beach. We encountered smart ‘tundra’ raced ringed plover, feeding along the small burn behind the
beach, these are smaller in stature and have a darker plumage than normal and are quicker in movement, these pass
through on their way north to Arctic Scandinavia. Oystercatchers, meadow pipits and several male wheatears were

singing and displaying among the sand dunes. Down on the beach we saw lines of gannets passing by offshore, along
with flocks of kittiwakes, a few Arctic Terns and shags with several Great skuas flying over. Arriving at the Butt of Lewis
with its impressive 121ft high red brick lighthouse, the weather is clear and sunny but the wind still blasts us at this wild
impressive headland.

Butt of lewis with Fulmers nesting amongst the pink thrift

With rock pipits displaying overhead and a few wheatears singing and displaying around the lighthouse, a pair of ringed
plovers are nearby with three chicks in tow, through the scope we get good views of Black guillemot, with shags hanging
out and oystercatchers feeding chicks. Amongst patches of pink thrift, fulmars are nesting while at sea, a constant
passage of auks and gannets fly past the headland as well as Arctic terns and Kittiwakes. Lunchtime and then we are off
a short distance to Loch Stiapabhat, a local nature reserve with a hide to boot! Lots of lapwings in the fields surrounding
the loch, sedge warblers singing and displaying and from the hide we get great views of three over summering whooper
swans as well as two Arctic terns that fly in. Swallow, teal, redshank, Black tailed godwit and gadwall on the loch. On
leaving the hide we hear the unmistakable call of a corncrake, Christine decides to hang around a while for a possible
spot of this elusive bird, while she’s watching an impressive male stonechat on a fence post, the corncrake decides to
creep through the fence directly below the fencepost into Christine’s view, her excitement was evident! A lifer for her.
From here we head down to the Iron Age Broch at Dun Carloway, the best-preserved example of a broch in the Outer
Hebrides dating back over 2000 years. It is approx. 9m high and 15m in diameter. Built of two concentric walls of stone
makes it a very resilient structure and was often used as defence. Whilst here we get great views of no less than four
White-tailed Eagles soaring above us. Wow what a day!

Iron Age Broch at Dun Carloway

Callanish Stones

Our second day takes us East onto the Eye peninsular and out towards Tiumpan Head, on route we stop off at a small
plantation of trees (very rare). A small flock of Common Redpoll were singing and displaying over the trees and giving us
some great perched views, there were plenty of other small birds which included willow warblers, Hebridean song
thrush; a darker version of the mainland species, goldcrest, goldfinch, wren and robin. We also had a fly pass of an
Arctic Skua and a Great Skua. Arriving at Tiumpan head lighthouse which was built in 1900 by David Stevenson at a cost
of £9000, we made our way to the viewpoint and sheltered behind a stone walled structure trying to keep out of the

gusty blasts, no good for tripods here! Scanning the sea, masses of feeding seabirds could be picked out, the highlight of
these being a mass of Gannets plunge diving for fish. Flocks of Arctic terns and kittiwakes were in the distance with rafts
of Guillemots and Razorbill feeding just off the headland. Moving on, the weather improves and we decide to try some
high moorland in search of birds of prey, stopping off at a high point to have some lunch, where upon I found we were
sharing a spot which eagles use as their local eatery. Bone fragments, sculls, sheep and rabbit feet scattered the tops of
small hummocks, prominent perching spots. From here we saw Golden Plover, Wheatear and Curlew, this turned out to
be a hot spot, when no less than five Golden Eagles with two giving us a ‘roller coaster’ display flight, an immature
White-tailed Eagle also came soaring right above us; what a terrific sight that was! Heading back down from the high
moor our final stop of the day is at the stunning 5,000-year-old late Neolithic standing stone circle at Callanish and take
a wander amongst the stones. What an incredible place.
Day three is cool and breezy, but a dry start this morning, as we head south into the hills of North Harris today. Eagles
galore! At least five Golden Eagles and three White-tailed Eagles, two Golden Eagles being mobbed by a buzzard which
really showed up the difference in sizes of these majestic raptors. Now in the spectacular mountains of North Harris we
park at the head of a loch for a hot drink with stunning views. We hear male cuckoos calling then get good views; three
of them chasing each another across the loch. There are also four Red-breasted Merganser down on the loch. Driving
on we are surrounded by mountains with fantastic views right down Loch Seaforth stretched out before us, before we
arrive at Tarbert for some lunch and a look around the Harris tweed shop and the distillery. We then head for
Luskentyre, where we have a walk along the beach, spending time enjoying the beautiful deserted shell sand beach,
turquoise sea and the hills dark brooding skies beyond. Someone spots a seal, which turned out to be a dog otter who
swims past us only yards from the shore, as Arctic terns to and fro, before the forecasted rain finally pushes in off the
sea we make a move back to our base.
Day four and we leave the hotel in Stornoway behind us and drive from Lewis across Harris heading for our next base on
North Uist. As we head south, we have breathtaking views in the sunshine looking across to the vivid turquoise sea and
golden sands of Luskentyre Beach, before arriving at Leverburgh where we catch our ferry across to Berneray. It’s a
lovely calm and sunny day for our ferry, and during the crossing we see a good selection of birds including lots of
Guillemots and Razorbills as well as a Red-throated diver, Arctic and common Terns, a scattering of Black Guillemots and
a smart pale morph Arctic Skua chasing Gannets. The ferry weaved its way in and out of the numerous small skerries
and islands through the sound of Harris before landing on Berneray, where we drive out to the south west corner of the
island for some lunch.

Luskentyre Beach, Harris

The machair is alive with birds out here with numerous Lapwing, Oystercatcher and Common Gull, as well as a flock of
140 Dunlin in summer plumage that gives us some great close views and fly pasts, as well as Arctic Terns and a couple of
Little Tern that fly over. After lunch we take a walk across the machair; a Gaelic word meaning “fertile plain”, basically it
is a dune grassland habitat unique to Western Scotland and North West Ireland. This is farmed by crofters as it has been
for generations with seaweed, grazing cattle and sheep to naturally fertilise the soil. The sandy soil doesn’t hold
nutrients very well so limiting crops to certain strains of oats, rye and bere barley, (pronounced “bear”). Bere barley is a
six-row, rather than two-row, barley variety. So bere grows rapidly during the long summer days of northern latitudes,
ripening three weeks before modern varieties, despite being planted as late as May. From here we drive from Berneray
across the short causeway onto North Uist and head around to our next hotel; the Temple View Hotel at Carinish. In the
evening we get a stunning rainbow and sunset plus great views of a ghostly male Hen Harrier hunting right outside the
hotel.
Day five dawns grey and overcast but with light winds and some light rain falling. Our first port of call is overlooking a
large freshwater loch, where the air is full of calling waders, Redshank, Oystercatcher, Lapwing and a Snipe drumming a
performance which then obligingly perched on a fencepost; this behaviour becomes a common practice for Snipe and
Redshank during our stay on Uist. We hear another Corncrake calling as well as several Sedge Warblers, singing from a
nearby reed bed. Out on the loch there are Tufted Duck along with Mallards, then a Short-eared Owl drifts over the loch
and hunts over the rough grassland on the other side before flying off with prey. At the far corner of the loch we scan
through an assembly of birds, we pick out a stunning Ruff in summer plumage! What a crazy looking bird it is, as it raises
its bright orange ‘Mickey Mouse’ head plumes and jet-black ruff it displays to a nearby Redshank! We’ve never seen one
as pristine as this before, what a sight!
The amount of birds around here is brilliant, we move down to a large tidal bay nearby, a Corncrake rasps from cover
and the air is full of the cries of Skylark and displaying Redshank, Oystercatcher, Lapwing and drumming Snipe. Taking a
short walk to the edge of the bay we get some close views of waders out in the bay; we pick out a cracking Little Stint in
summer plumage which is dwarfed by many Dunlin and Ringed Plover. From here we drive around to Balranald RSPB
reserve for lunch. As we approach the reserve, we get fantastic views of two Corncrakes right out in the open!
Amazingly, as we watch the Corncrakes an adult White-tailed Eagle flies over carrying prey while being mobbed by
Oystercatchers, a Great Black-Backed Gull and Buzzards.

Corncrake (Crex crex)

We drive down the sandy track across the machair out to the headland at Aird an Runair, hearing Corn Bunting singing
along the way, we have lunch looking out across the sea to the Monarch Isles with a Great Northern Diver in summer
plumage just offshore. A female Eider with chicks and Little Terns fishing just off the white shell beach, with a few
Dunlin and rufous summer plumaged Sanderling feeding paints an idyllic picture of this wonderful place. Out on the
headland a single Whimbrel flies over calling as it travels north. A large flock of 140+ Artic Terns wheel around overhead

mobbing a Great Black-backed Gull while an Oystercatcher sat tight on her nest along the beach. Late in the evening
back at the hotel we see our Hen Harrier again fly past the front of the hotel hunting.

Heath Spotted Orchid (Dactylorhiza maculata)

Early Marsh Orchid (Dactylorhiza incarnata)

Day six starts cool and cloudy with only a few spots of rain as we head up across a high moorland road to have a look for
raptors. As we drive up the road, we spot a huge adult White-tailed Eagle flying over the road which perches on a rock
out on the moor. The Eagle is a matter of yards away from us and so we quietly set our scopes up. We can see that he’s
looking rather bedraggled with wet plumage, probably from a hunting sortie in a loch or the sea, this was the start of our
raptor fest that day. Next up was a female Hen Harrier appearing from nowhere in the same view as the eagle. We later
added great views of no less than four Short-eared Owls hunting including two perched near the road and also another
Hen Harrier, this time a male. Dropping back down from the high moorland, we head south towards Benbecula seeing
another close Short-eared Owl on a post with a vole in its talons, further south we encounter another male Hen Harrier
and get more amazing close views of a hunting Short-eared Owl that flies right past us only feet away. It was barmy!
From here we head south, down onto Benbecula. On some shallow loch here we were searching for the highlight of the
show for us; Red-necked Phalaropes. We had Dunlin calling and several Snipe ‘drumming’ in display right overhead, and
a female Merlin whips low and fast over the road hunting. The real stars here though are the Red-necked Phalaropes
and we get some wonderful views of up to three Phalaropes on the pool here. One displayed the unusual feeding
technique by swimming in a small, rapid circle, forming a small whirlpool; this behaviour is thought to aid feeding by
raising food from the bottom of shallow water. The bird then reaches into the center of the vortex with its bill, plucking
small insects or crustaceans caught up in the whirlpool. It has been shown that phalaropes use the surface tension of
water to capture food particles and get them to move up along the bill and into their mouths. The female is larger and
more colourful than the male, they display role reversal when it comes to bring up baby! The males perform all
incubation and chick-rearing activities, while the females may attempt to find another mate. Sounds like a good idea!

Red-necked phalarope (Phalaropus lobatus)

It was a real privilege to see these stunning waders up close. The Red-necked phalarope is a rare and localised breeding
species in Ireland and Britain, which lie on the extreme edge of its world breeding range. The most reliable place for
them is the Shetland Isles with a few breeding here in the Outer Hebrides. They breed around the Arctic Circle and
winter at sea on tropical oceans, somewhere off the coast of Ecuador and Peru I was informed. A tracked bird took a
16,000 mi (26,000 km) round trip across the Atlantic via Iceland and Greenland, then south down the Eastern seaboard
of America, across the Caribbean and Mexico, before ending up off the coast of Ecuador and Peru. For this reason, it is
suspected that the Shetland population could be an offshoot of a North American population rather than the
geographically closer Scandinavian population that is believed to winter in the Arabian Sea.
Amazingly, while we were enjoying the incredible views of the phalaropes, an adult White-tailed Eagle and a Golden
Eagle were spotted across from the loch perched on the ground right next to each other! The views through the scopes
of the two eagles were quite incredible especially as a Short-eared Owl was repeatedly diving down to mob the eagles!
Alas, we have to move on and we drive down onto South Uist and to the headland on Ardivachar, with great views
looking along the whole island chain of the Uists spread out in front of us. On the beach, hundreds of waders
congregate, mostly Dunlin and Sanderling as well as turnstone and Ringed Plover. Some 30+ Ravens are gathered on the
rocks nearby and on a short walk along the beach we come across a flock of 130 Bar-tailed Godwits as well. Driving
across the range we see numerous Lapwing and Oystercatchers, Golden Plover and several flocks of Rock Doves out on
the machair. It was quite a day!
Day seven into our trip, our local Hen Harrier puts in an appearance as we load up the van, today we head out to
Baleshare and Balranald picking up waders along the way. Our next stop is at Loch na Reivil where we get views of a
vagrant drake Ring-necked Duck that has recently arrived on the islands sharing the loch with numerous Little Grebe and
Tufted Duck. From Balranald we drive up to a high point and with exceptional clear conditions we can view the whole of
the Outer Hebrides right down to Barra and Mingulay, and looking west, out to St Kilda and even over to the Cuillins on
Skye.
Day eight and we are heading south down to Barra for the last leg of our trip, as we cross Benbecula again a pair of Hen
Harriers are seen, again in close proximity. They are just everywhere! Driving onto South Uist and by the coast we see
lots of Common Seal out in the bay, and hauled out on the rocks, we also see a dog otter that clambers out onto the
rocks with a fish. Driving south we cross onto Friskay via a bridge and causeway to meet our ferry over to Barra. During
the crossing we encounter Grey and Common Seal as we pass through the sound, and we also see Red-Throated diver,
Shags as well as Black Guillemots, Gannets and Arctic Terns. Landing on Barra we drive around to the airport and take a
short walk out to a lovely shell beach nearby before making our way to the hotel.
Day nine and we are off to Vatersay, the scenery here is stunning around the coast. A single Peregrine soaring in the
distance is spotted en route. We take a walk on one of the beautiful shell sand beaches before we head north onto
Barra and a brief stop at the harbour in Castlebay, we drive up into a nearby glen where we see an immature Whitetailed Eagle flying over the ridge in the distance with a Golden Eagle.
Day ten and an early start to catch the ferry from Castlebay back to Oban as sadly we have to leave the Outer Hebrides
today. During the ferry crossing there are a good mix of seabirds, I was reliably informed, as I was catching up on some
sleep! Included a flock of 12 Storm Petrels and a large flock of Manx Shearwater near Ardnamurchan point. As we
passed through the Sound of Mull two White-tailed Eagles are picked out soaring over the island, finally the ferry comes
into Oban where after lunch we made our way back to Inverness to end our wonderful trip. Our bird list totalled 107
species, Mammals, Butterflies/Inverts/Addenda totalled 125 species.
It is such a wonderful place to explore and although our holiday wasn’t cheap it was worth every penny. The Hotels and
food where excellent and our guides very knowledgeable and knew exactly where to find things. We certainly will be
returning to this under populated and wildlife rich set of islands, the beautiful scenery constantly changes from island to
island, the people are very friendly, it’s windy in places but we were blessed with some great weather which makes all
the difference. A place not to be missed.

My Garden Gallery
By Di Farrar
All photos © D. Farrar
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Blending In

Garden Spider Nursery

“Bell-Ringer”

“Don’t you poke that camera at me!”

Harlequin Ladybird Larvae

Marmalades

‘Teenage’ Robin

“Must get these teeth fixed!”

Three Musketeers
Lady’s Bedstraw - Galium Verum
By Trish MacDuff ABNA

Nothing smells like summer than a deep inhalation of Lady s Bedstraw flowers. This lovely plant, flowering from June
through to September, can be found in meadows, road side verges, dunes and grassy places. Galium Verum has bright
yellow flowers in clusters, with dark green narrow leaves. It can often be found creeping among grasses where it sends
up it tall flowering stems. It can live on fairly infertile or chalky soils and is drought tolerant. It has a very deep root
system which can take hold on sandy soils. It spreads by means of stolons, (runners) so that it can form dense mats on
neglected grassland. If these are not cut or grazed, the plant is naturally suppressed eventually by taller and stronger
species.
Historically, this plant has had many uses.
In Tudor England a sack filled with straw was known as a straw “bed” - their term bed, equates to our modern
equivalent of a mattress. (Aside number one – this is probably where the phrase comes from “to hit the sack”.) This
straw bed would sit within a wooden frame which would raise it up off the cold stone floor. (Aside number two – within
this frame would be drilled holes, with ropes woven back and forth to keep the mattress off the floor. If these ropes lost
any tension, the mattress would not be very supportive, and your sleep would not be very comfortable. If the ropes
were kept taut – then you would be much more comfortable – hence the goodnight greeting of “sleep tight”.) Straw
beds could be quite hard, scratchy and unforgiving, and hay was a much softer option - although straw itself could vary,
barley straw being more comfortable than wheat straw. Softest and most desirable of all would be a mattress made

from Lady's Bedstraw. The use of this was quoted in Chaucer 's 'The Merchants Tale' where it says “O perilous fyr that in
the bedstraw bredeth” (Canterbury Tales 1387- 1400)
Lady’s Bedstraw possessed many desirable qualities. Besides being soft and springy, it has a wonderful smell of freshly
mown hay. It has an astringent quality which repelled fleas and body lice, (probably due to its coumarin content). If this
wasn’t enough, other natural insecticides were used to be spread on the floor, such as tansy, rue and wormwood, which
besides driving out any pests, would also 'chase away sloth and idleness.'
It was used to curdle the milk when making cheese as an alternative to renin, although exact details of how this was
used has been lost over time. In the production of Double Gloucester cheese, the flowers were used to enhance the
yellow colour. The flowers were also used as a yellow dye for butter, hair and textiles. Its roots were used to make a
deep red dye. In Denmark the flowers are used in the production of the alcoholic drink bjaesk.
A medieval legend suggests the Virgin Mary gave birth to Baby Jesus on a bed of Lady’s Bedstraw and bracken. This
association with childbirth is repeated in Norse mythology. A remedy was made from Lady’s Bedstraw which was then
used as a sedative for women in labour. The Scandinavians called it Friggs Grass after Frigg the Goddess of married
women.
Lady’s Bedstraw is also used as a food plant by several larvae of a number of lepidoptera. The Common Carpet Moth
(Epirrhoe Alternata) feeds exclusively on this plant. Others that use it as a food source are the Barred Straw, Common
Pug, Riband Wave, Flame Shoulder and Elephant Hawk Moth.

Lady’s Bedstraw by P. Rutherford

Coming up…….
• January 18th, Branch AGM and Microscopy Day
• February 2nd, Bird Watching at Old Moor
• March 14th, Spring at idle Valley Reserve
Copy date for the next issue is 1st April 2020 please send me your contribution prutherford161@btinternet.com

And remember to keep up to date with us on Social Media (you don’t need a personal account for this just
enter the name in your search)
Facebook –

f

BNA South Yorkshire

Twitter –

@syorksbna @BNAscience

